
 

 
Riggs Distler, A Centuri Company - From Generation to the Meter, Riggs Distler Has 
Services You Can Trust 
 
(00:01) Text: From Generation to the Meter, Riggs Distler Delivers Services You Can Trust 
 
Audio: Uplifting beats 
 
Visual: Cogeneration plant and welders at work 
 
(00:13) Text: Heavy Industrial & Generation Services 
 
Visual of energy lines that follow electricity generation 
 
(00:19) Text: Switchgear, Transformer & Breaker Services 
 
Visual of energy lines flow from switchgear to transmission lines 
 
(00:25) Visual clips of Riggs Distler employees working on transmission lines 
 
Audio: Uplifting beats 
 
(00:30) Text: Tower Construction, Demolition & Reinforcement Services 
 
Visual clips showing energy from Transmission Lines to Substation 
 
Audio: Uplifting beats 
 
(00:36) Text: Electrical Substation Services 
 
Visual clips of Riggs Distler employees building a substation, employees wearing PPE and 
following site safety protocols.  
 
Audio: Uplifting beats 
 
(00:50) Visual clips of energy lines flowing from substation to distribution lines 
 
Text: Overhead Electric Distribution Services 
Visual: clips of Riggs Distler employees working on Overhead Electric Distribution Lines 
 
Audio: Uplifting beats 
 
(1:07) Text: Underground Electric Distribution Services 



 

Visual: Clips of Riggs Distler employees connecting power to the meter via installing 
underground distribution lines. 
 
Audio: Uplifting beats 
 
(1:17) Text: Electric Meter Services 
 
(1:20) Text: Gas Meter Services 
Visual: Yellow animation shows flow of gas distribution to the meter of a home 
 
Audio: Uplifting beats 
 
(1:29) Text: Service Pressure Upgrades 
 
Visual: Flow of gas shown in reverse 
 
(1:41) Text: New Main and Service Installation 
 
Visual of drone footage over a road 
 
(1:45) Text: Riggs is looking out for the future 
 
Visual of drone footage over a solar field 
 
(1:50) Text: Building solar fields 
 
Visual of drone footage over a solar field followed by footage of construction workers on the 
ground in the solar field.  
 
(2:00) Text: Installation Services 
 
Visual of drone footage over solar field followed by drone footage along overhead utility lines. 
The footage is edited to make it appear that electricity is running along each power line.  
 
(2:13) Text: Our services start and end at the meter 
 
Visual close-up of an electrical meter attached to a home. The shot pans out to drone footage 
above a suburban neighborhood.  
 
(2:17) Text: For generation, heavy industrial, and utility services we are the turnkey solution 
 
Visual of drone footage over neighborhood as the screen darkens under the text 
 



 

(2:20) Text: One hat, on contract, one responsibility 
 
Visual of drone footage at a cogeneration plant. The drone footage quickly pans out to show the 
whole neighborhood, then then state, then the country on a globe 
 
(2:26) Visual of the Riggs Distler logo appears as the screen turns to black    
 
 
 
 
 
 


